
The 4 greatest myths about Languages (8/10/10, Geoffrey Pullum) 
 
 

1) Myth about communication 
Many people think, LAN and communication are the same. 

BUT: Communication is a much broader concept! 

Special case: the belief that animals (might) have a LAN. My claim: no non-human animal 
has ever actually said anything, in the sense of handing over some information voluntarily 
just to update a single other conspecific individual’s internal information state. 
 
 

2) Myth about decay 
Ppl think their LAN is falling apart, soon we won’t be able to understand each other anymore... 

 the media are ruining it 

 Americanisms are ruining it 

 kids are ruining it 

 verbally deprived black people speaking degenerate street slang (black Americans) are 
ruining it. 

BUT phonological rules and grammar differ 
Norwegian experiment: kids with dialect either were slowly introduced to ‘proper 
Norwegian’ in school or just put into a class where their native dialect was ‘ignored’. The 
first worked better, i.e. they learnt proper Norwegian better/quicker! 

 

BUT: LAN only change slowly – and naturally! The change won’t make any trouble (and if it 
did, people would fix it!). Nothing falls into pieces! 

 
 

3) Myth of logic 
The same ppl who think it’s falling apart often think LAN in their proper state are logical. 
They insist that their claims about grammar follow from logic. 
E.g., they say ‘double negatives’, I wasn’t stealin’ nothin’ or I don’t want no onions on it 
are illogical: two negatives make a positive. 

Two errors here. First, negation counting (Negation on all indefinite items AND auxiliary 
verb: Nobody wasn’t stealin’ nothin’. THREE negations there, = negative: - - - = - 
So these people don’t really know their logic. 

 

But second, they don’t know their grammar either. We’re talking about different languages 
with different grammars. London working-class E is like standard Polish: in certain ways 
specified by the grammar, you have to mark negation at multiple points in negative clauses. 
NEG + somebody was stealing something. NEG+body was+NEG stealing NEG+thing = 
Nobody wasn’t stealin’ nothin’. 

 
There are many associated beliefs: 

 they with singular antecedents doesn’t make logical sense 

 “We” is used in 4 different ways: we are (ppl+me+you), (ppl+me without you), (me= the 
king), (me= writing essay) 

 French is especially logical 

 primitive peoples have primitive languages´that aren’t logical 

 bad grammar implies low intelligence 

believing that grammar is founded on logic implies low linguistic intelligence. 
LAN can’t be predicted; they are too complex! Grammar doesn’t follow from logic! 

 



4) Big-bag-o’-words fallacy, and subunits 
 

Assumption: A language is just a vocabulary — a big bag of words. 
If this were true, then naturally when words are borrowed from other languages, it could be 
seen as pollution; and when a word fell out of use, that could be regarded as a loss. 

The primary thing that’s wrong with the ‘big bag of words’ view: A language is a system, a 
structure. The words are a small part of it in some ways. You could replace all of the 
words by different words and English would still have almost exactly the structure. 
 

a. words & concepts 
Assumption: Words are names of concepts, and concepts cannot exist without words 
that name them. This entails that learning a foreign language means gaining new concepts. 
And if two words start to be used interchangeably, two concepts have merged. 
And if you lose a word you lose a concept. 
Disinterested, uninterested = unbiased, bored 

What’s wrong: it simply can’t be true. I reflect on concepts that I have no name for every 
day. Philosophers are great at this; it’s basically their job description! 
 

b. bijective mapping 
Assumption: different words name (or should name) different concepts, and different 
concepts have (or should have) different names. The mapping is bijective, that is, one to 
one. This ‘bijectivity’ myth entails that a language with more words is richer in concepts; 
and in a culture with more concepts we should find more words. 

What’s wrong with bijectivity: It should be completely obvious from a little thought that the 
mapping between words and available concepts isn’t anything like one to one. 
 

c. environments & words 
 environment determines culture; 

 culture determines interests; 

 interests determine concepts; 

 concepts determine words. . . 
So Eskimos, surrounded by snow, should have lots of words for snow. 

i. The Eskimos 
 The story that Eskimos have thousands of words for snow is not true. There are 

dictionaries of Eskimo languages such as Greenlandic Inuit, and Yup’ik. 

 They show a word root api- meaning ‘fallen snow’, and a word root qana- meaning 
‘falling snow’/‘snowflake’. There are few other words that really seem to be snow words. 

 in E: snow, slush, sleet, blizzard, drift, dusting,... 

 There are a few more in the eight Eskimo languages, but mainly because of word 
formation based on non-snow roots. 

 

The most important point about Eskimo languages: 

 astounding word formation possibilities; an inventory of about 500 suffix-like 
elements called postbases (rather like Greek word-forming elements ·ology, ·graphy,...) 
but used actively, second by second! 

 With postbases you can take a noun like Edinburgh and form a verb meaning ‘I thought 
he was in Edinburgh’. edimborg -miit -sori –vara (Edinburgh be-in think 1sgSubj/2sgObj) 

 With postbases you can construct a single verb with a meaning like ‘they were said to be 
wandering around picking up lots of stuff that looked like snow’. 
snow+LOOKSIM+LOTS+GATHER+WANDER+HEARSAY+3rd-PLUR 

 Eskimo languages are polysynthetic. That’s a word formation fact, and really 
interesting. The claim that they are graced (or burdened) with huge numbers of distinct 
snow word roots is just a legend. 

LAN are much the same! 


